
 

A. Fill in the blanks using the words given. (2)

 
 
                              defend – increases – liquid – destroy – powerful – drops – around – collected

1. Humans ……………… the natural homes of wild animals in the jungles..

2. White blood cells ………… our body against microbes.

3. Planets go …………….. the sun.

4.  Number of people ------- day by day.

5. We can see planets and stars far from our planet with …………… telescopes . 

6.  Water is a type of…………………..

7. He was painting the wall. There are some ……………. of paint on his shirt.

8. Mr. Hamedani ……………….. the exam papers after the exam..

B.  Fill in the blanks using your own knowledge. (2)

9. The heart …………………. Blood round the body and keeps us alive.

10.  If you want to get a good grade, you should pay …………… to your teacher.. 

11. More than half of blood is ………………...
 12. Everyone should try to ………………… the nature.

C. Match the words and their definitions. (1)

           13. defend                     a. the red liquid that heart pumps round the body

           14. blood                         b. to go and get something

           15. healthy                     c. strong and well

           16. collect                       d. to protect something from danger

 

D. Write the plural form of these words. (1) 

17. witch                                18. woman                             19. child                              20. life 

 

E. Unscramble the sentences. (1) 

21. Earth / endangered / There / some / are / animals / on / . 

22. . paying / families / are / attention / more / wildlife / to / . 
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F.  Write proper comparative and superlative forms of the adjectives.(2) 

 adjective  comparative             Superlative 

23. short   

24. ugly   

25. many   

26. important   

 

G. Fill in the blanks using the correct form of the adjective given. (2) 

27. Mr. Hamedani is a…………………. teacher. (happy) 

28. Mercedes Benz is ……………….. car in Iran. (expensive) 

29. Hatef high school is  ……………. than other high schools in Tehran. (good) 

30. This movie is …………………..than the other one. (boring) 

31. John and Dave are both 180. John is ……………………..Dave. (tall) 

32. Matin is  …………….. student in our class.(funny) 

33. Peyman is a very ………………… student in our school. (polite) 

34. My English grade was really bad, but it wasn’t ………….. than my math grade. (bad)   

 

H. Fill in the blanks using the correct form of the verb given. (2) 

35. Martha said that she …………… to Madrid next week. (go)  

36. I think Reza ……………. for final exam, but I am not sure. (study) 

37. Moein is free tonight. He ………………… some poems. (read) 

38. I am sure Iran ……………. The game against Iraq next month. (win) 

39. – Nikzad called when you were out. 

      - Really?! I ………………. Him back in the afternoon. (call) 

 40. I …………………… Kashan next weekend. I booked my hotel. (visit) 

41. The train ………………. at 7 tomorrow. (leave) 

42. - What is that fire for? 

      - I ……… make some tea. (make)  

 

I.  Draw upward        or downward         arrows to show the intonations. (0.5) 

43. When are you going to go to Shiraz? 

44. Will you plant flowers in spring?. 

J. One odd out. (0.5) 

45. jungle / plain / mountain / house 

46. chicken / sheep / leopard / goat 

 

K. Find the mistakes and write the correct form in your answer sheet.(There are 4 mistakes.) (1) 

47. Mafi is washing his tooths with other child  in the yard. 

48. Mr. hamedani  is going to spend his vacation in the Spain. 



 

L. Answer the questions completely. (1) 

49. Which animal is the tallest in the jungle? 

50. What will you do on Friday? 

M. Cloze test. (1) 

     One way to ……. 51…….. endangered animals is reading more books and getting more  information 

about …. 52…... Humans should protect the nature and keep it clean and  ….53……. People should pay 

more attention to the Earth; our planet is an amazing place for ….54………. 

51. a) hunt                            b) live                             c) protect                    d) danger 

52. a) rivers                           b) work                          c) plain                         d) wildlife 

53. a) safe                              b) useful                        c) damaging                d) wonder 

54. a) live                               b) living                          c) creation                  d) planet  

N. Choose the best answer. (3) 

55. There is ………………  university in Kashan. It’s really good. 

a)  an                                 b) a                               c) the                        d) ----  

56.  Are you sure that is …………….. way of studying? 

 a) the best                       b) the good                 c) better                   d) good 

57. My parents ………….. a house. They have enough money. 

a) will buy                          b) is buying                 c) bought                d) are going to buy 

58. This pen is two dollars and that one is two dollars. This pen is …………that one. 

a) expensive                     b) more expensive     c) as expensive as   d) so expensive as 

59. Earth is our ………………. We should keep it safe. 

a) plant                              b) planet                       c) solar system      d) wildlife 

60. Heart pumps the blood …………… the body. 

a) round                            b) among                      c) inside                   d) around 

61. The farmer keeps some ……… on the farm. 

a) goat                               b) cow                          c) chicken                 d) sheep 

62. Mr. Fazaeli asked the students to ……… attention to him. 

a) look                               b) take                          c) pay                        d) make 

63. Fire fighters tried hard to ………… the fire in Plasco. 

a) build                             b) destroy                     c) put out                 d) turn off 

64. The prices of cars has ……………. recently. 

a) destroyed                    b) protected                c) saved                     d) increased  

65.  The program about animals in Africa was really ………. I enjoyed watching it. 

a) wonderful                    b) boring                     c) tiring                      d) hurting 

66.  The word “…………” means in place of someone or something else. 

a) collection                      b) instead                   c) endangered          d) safe   


